Introduction

Diabetes Mellitus is a serious disease; one that often progresses to severe organ damage if it is poorly controlled. Table 1 illustrates the most common of these complications of Diabetes. At 13.4%, Kentucky has the fourth highest prevalence of Type 2 Diabetes in the U.S. (roughly 458,000 people in 2015). Among Kentucky’s Medicaid population, the prevalence of Type 2 Diabetes is even higher at 18% – nearly 1 out of every 5 beneficiaries. In 2015, there were 94,050 Medicaid beneficiaries that made at least one healthcare claim – approximately 20.5% of people in with Diabetes in Kentucky. The American Diabetes Association estimates that the total direct healthcare costs associated with providing treatment for Type 2 Diabetes in Kentucky was $2.66 billion (2015 dollars). Five of the most clinically significant and costly complications of Diabetes are: (1) Diabetic nephropathy; (2) Diabetic cardiovascular disease; (3) Peripheral artery disease; (4) Diabetic neuropathy; and; (5) Diabetic retinopathy.

In the clinical setting, it can be difficult to predict which patients will progress to one of these severe Diabetic complications. While there are many established treatment protocols and patient education tools to help people manage their Diabetes, these often have mixed results – frequently as a function of the social determinants of health. For example, patients who struggle to access healthy foods (i.e., those who live in “food deserts”) have limited capacity to adhere to nutritional recommendations to manage their Diabetes. Tools to assist healthcare providers in the early identification of serious complications – before the most debilitating symptoms ever develop – would confer a significant advantage in preventing morbidity and mortality.

Figure 1: Common Complications of Diabetes
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Project Methods and Results

This project was designed to develop just such a tool. Predictive analytics are becoming increasingly common in healthcare settings, and can be utilized to assist providers in their selection of the most appropriate treatment option, as well as how they should target their interventions towards patients that are most at risk of adverse outcomes. In this case, study authors aimed to use Medicaid claims to create a statistical tool that could enable healthcare organizations to predict which of their patients was at highest risk of developing each of the aforementioned five serious diabetic complications.

To facilitate this project, de-identified Medicaid claims data was shared by the Kentucky Cabinet for Health and Family Services to the research team at the University of Louisville School of Public Health and Information Sciences. Medicaid claims data from January 1, 2010 to December 31, 2018 were utilized to build the predictive model. Data from the claims was used to compute: (1) the Diabetes Complications Severity Index (DCSI) modified for CMS claims data, and; (2) the Charlson Index. The number of days until the unique diagnosis types were possible because dates of service were included with each claim line. The sample analyzed included Medicaid beneficiaries with Type 2 Diabetes who had 9 years of follow-up, and included only individuals aged 30 – 89 years old.

Figure 2: The Diabetes Complications Severity Index

Once the research team prepared this data for analysis, a series of statistical models were fit to predict which risk factors were most significant in terms of early identification of each of the aforementioned significant complications of Diabetes. Specifically, the study authors analyzed the transformed claims codes data over time using Cox regression with time-varying covariates. The outcomes were associated with the number of days to the event (e.g., diagnosis of End Stage Renal Disease). In this model, a larger number of days to achieve an event would be considered protective (i.e., a clinical phenomenon that decreased the likelihood of the adverse event), and covariates that were protective had this effect. Conversely, covariates that decreased days to event were a positive hazard and considered an increased risk (i.e., a clinical phenomenon that increased the likelihood of the adverse event).

Figure 2: Survival Function Describing End Stage Renal Disease

Figure 2 describes the results of the survival analysis predicting the occurrence of End Stage Renal Disease. This model correctly classified 83% of those who developed End Stage Renal Disease during the study period.

Conclusions & Health Policy Implications for Medicaid

The capacity to reliably estimate which patients are significantly at risk for developing severe complications ultimately allows providers to intervene earlier – possibly preventing such cases for many patients. The study authors specifically mention how this predictive model could be paired with recent clinical insights related to the use of sodium-glucose co-transporter 2 (SGLT2) inhibitor drugs to prevent these Diabetic complications – especially Diabetic nephropathy.\(^1\) This could potentially allow for new interventions to significantly reduce disease burden and systemwide healthcare costs. These results have utility for Medicaid providers, researchers, and Managed Care Organizations.
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